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China's art objects and traditionally manufactured products have long been sought by collectors
—from porcelains and silk fabrics to furniture and even the lacquered chopsticks that are a
distant relation to ones found in most Chinese restaurants. Things Chinese presents sixty
distinctive items that are typical of Chinese culture and together open a special window onto the
people, history, and society of the world's largest nation. Many of the objects are collectibles,
and each has a story to tell.The objects relate to six major areas of cultural life: the home, the
personal, arts & crafts, eating & drinking, entertainment, and religious practice. They include
items both familiar and unfamiliar—from snuff bottles and calligraphy scrolls to moon cake
molds and Mao memorabilia. Ronald Knapp's evocative text describes the history, cultural
significance, and customs relating to each object, while Michael Freeman's superb photographs
illustrate them. Together, text and photographs offer a unique look at the material culture of
China and the aesthetics that inform it.

"Besides Mao gadgetry, art lovers will find plenty of inspiration from other collectibles featured in
this well researched book. These range from household furnishings and religious icons to ethnic
minority jewelry and opium pipes, all good stuff that illustrates aspects of China's cultural history
and its people's artistic taste that is highly recognized in art markets around the world. Every
item covered has a history of its own, and Knapp's approach to history is comprehensive." —
The Nation"The ever-observant and longtime China scholar Ron Knapp rewards readers with
his rich insights into the meaning and histories behind objects—from bird cages to dragons—
that sing of Chinese civilization's inspiring contributions to our world." —Nancy Berliner, PhD,
author of Yin Yu Tang: The Architecture and Daily Life of a Chinese House and The Emperor's
Private Paradise"Ron Knapp, with his broad grasp of Chinese history and culture, provides
insights and highlights of taste, style, and social and cultural developments behind the particular
'things' in this book, captured beautifully and skillfully by the lenses of Michael Freeman." —Kai-
Yin Lo, designer and authorAbout the AuthorRonald G. Knapp has been carrying out field
research in China's countryside on cultural and historical geography since 1965. Currently
SUNY Distinguished Professor Emeritus at the State University of New York, New Paltz, he is
the author or editor of more than a dozen books, including, most recently, Chinese Houses of
Southeast Asia: The Eclectic Architecture of Sojourners and Settlers and Chinese Bridges:
Living Architecture from China's Past; and Chinese Houses: The Architectural Heritage of a
Nation. He is co-editor with Kai-Yin Lo of House Home Family: Living and Being
Chinese.Michael Freeman specializes in reportage and in modern design and architecture. One
of Smithsonian magazine's principal photographers for more than three decades, he has
photographed extensively in Asia and has produced 117 books. Among these are Angkor: The



Hidden Glories ("A remarkable book, a superb evocation." —Wall Street Journal); the award-
winning Japan Modern; Things Japanese; Things Thai; Spirit of Asia; In the Oriental Style; and
China Contemporary, among many others. Freeman's books on photography are international
bestsellers, with two million copies sold, and have been published in twenty languages.
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Arthur V. Rowe, “Things Chinese. I really like this book! It is a pleasure to look thru every time I
open it. I find something new to hold my interest the text is well written, and the photographs are
amazing. This little, (big) book has become one of my favorites. I will continue to use it as
reference, for enjoyment, and as a reference to develop ideas for my art pieces.”

hurleygirly, “My family is 3rd generation American Chinese born and raised .... My family is 3rd
generation American Chinese born and raised in the South so I found this book very interesting,”

Doug  Reardon, “Five Stars. A great resource for collector.”

D. Dake, “Five Stars. Nicely written with beautiful pictures.”

marilyn k holm, “Five Stars. good reference”

AMY L, “Things Chinese: Antiques.Crafts.Collectibles. Ronald Knapp walks a really nice line
with this book. It's a heavily illustrated small format coffee table book, as much for looking at as
reading. But what's there to be read is a find--a more than deft condensation of what's essential
to know about a subject that can too quickly become abstruse. Knapp moves easily between
traditionally "blue chip" objects such as "the four treasures of the study" (Wenfang Sibao) and
things as common as a wok or, once upon a time, a Mao button. At either end of the spectrum
and a host of places in between, he clearly and concisely lays out information you'd be hard
pressed to find anywhere else in a single volume, let alone presented as cogently. This book
would serve as a perfect introduction for people new to the topic. It would be as good a
guidebook to China's material culture for anyone in or traveling there with an urge to decode
what they're seeing.  But the tenor of it is such that even the cognoscenti will end up learning.”

S. L., “great intro to Chinese material culture. This wonderfully illustrated book is a must-read for
those who are interested in Chinese material culture and the collectors of things Chinese.
Knapp's lucid texts and the marvelous images introduce to us the distinct material culture of the
Chinese world that extends from China to the communities of Chinese diaspora. Like his many
other books on Chinese houses and vernacular dwellings, this book shows Knapp's in-depth
knowledge of Chinese domestic life and vernacular cultures.This book is packed with rich
information and scholarly insights. It contains references to further readings for readers who are
interested in exploring further some objects. It is a useful guidebook for those who are drawn to
distinct Chinese culture and for students of Chinese culture.”

Jphippen, “Wife’s. Wife liked this as well”



jimd, “Five Stars. Lovely clean book. Thank you”

Barbara Street, “Perfect Present. Bought as a present for a good friend who likes anything
Chinese. Perfect.”

The book by Ronald G. Knapp has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 34 people have provided feedback.
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